Tourism is necessarily connected to the practices of visuality: seeing, being seen, sight-seeing and voyeurism. At the same time, however, it is not only the human eye which plays an important role in the realm of tourism; it is also the eye of the camera, a mechanical "elongation" of the human sense of sight which establishes the very essence of tourism, and which transforms immaterial experiences into the material object. It is quite significant, then, that the beginnings of mass tourism are historically related to the beginnings of photography,
and that both of them replaced, in a certain way, a previous means of colonialism by a much more sophisticated method of appropriation, that of a visual/virtual ownership. This appropriation is activated by the use of the camera producing pictures for family photo-albums as well as images for beautiful and expensive guide-books.
What kind of places does the tourist's eye usually look at? Following the recommended routes described in Michelin, Marco Polo, Let's Go, and hundreds of other guides, the tourist's eye is prepared to consume the very sites whose pictures are reproduced on the pages of published guide-books, and which s/he knows before s/he actually attends them in reality. The touristic sites accord with a generally-accepted notion of historical value and beauty. The sites which are worth seeing are produced, advertised, and consumed, and a great part of the strategy of valueaffirmation is played by postcards.
Postcards which are cheap to possess, easy to mail, small enough to save; postcards whose images are perhaps a little bit kitschy (but, let's be honest, who of us can shoot a more realistic snap?), but which have that wonderful touch of nostalgia and a power to bring back past experiences. And it really does not matter that they recall the memory of a countless number of other tourists who spared their change for the very same souvenir.
Andrew Herscher entered the beautiful Prague scenery, with its touristic network of historical sites, distributing a set of postcards with a light touch of an old-fashioned sepia color. These postcards were photographed in the grayish, unfriendly periphery of the capital city. To address the city's visitors, Herscher used a means of mass reproduction which is used in many other places. However, on the crowded street full of hungry tourists wanting to buy and own something authentic, the strikingly ugly effigies played a rather subversive role. The postcard became a way of re-reading and re-examining history, visuality, culture and identity; Herscher used the hidden contextual qualities of a mass produced picture, and, perhaps unconsciously, thus followed the Benjaminian legacy of mechanical reproduction's critical use.
Since the beginning of the 1990s, Prague has became a metropolis for tourism; this means, in real terms, that the character of the city has changed radically. Prague was transformed, like many other previously undiscovered touristic "treasures," into a spectacle of images. The Prague periphery, however, stayed hidden to the gaze of spectators. To see the historical city center with its numerous layers of decorative accessories is to see the city in elegant clothes; to see the periphery with its rough panel-walls of "rabbit hutch" apartment houses is to see the city stripped of its clothes. The Prague periphery depicted on the postcards of Andrew Herscher became a territory of nakedness, a territory of obscenity.
In his public art project, Herscher focused on those places which tourists see only before landing at the airport as a form of abstract However unattractive and ugly this face is, its appearance on the public contributed to a badly-needed discussion about the future of the Prague periphery. However modest and into-the-crowd-dissolving the project of Urban Obscenities was, it helped to turn the eyes from the self-promoting speed-vehicle of tourism to the ponderous and heavy locomotive. On the edge of Czech culture whose activation through "public art" is still rather undiscovered, Herscher relocated the meaning from the center to the periphery, and thus dismantled a cliche of touristic vision. The few recent trials to intervene in the concrete Prague suburbs were, more or less, held on the level of local communities, and, perhaps for a feeling of shame to unveil obscene conditions to the wide public, were never discussed outside of the periphery. Maybe, it must have been a foreign artist who, not having any prejudices, could efface a rigid border-line between the polarities of private and public, and tried to help us (Czechs) to get rid of illusions, and to understand ourselves a little bit better.
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